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In 2001 I was Head of Service in Education for Argyll and Bute Council.   We had 
established an exchange programme with a School District in Jefferson County, 
Georgia in the United States.  This centered on a pupil exchange scheme with 
pupils from each area spending time with a family in the other country.  It had 
been initiated by Chair of the Management Committee and the School 
Superintendent, Ronnie and John respectively.   
 

 
My hosts,  Ronnie and John 

 
They started it as a result of a casual question John had put to the senior 
students; how many of them had been outside of the United States?  The answer 
was just over 10%.  They wanted to do something about that. 
 
To promote the exchange programme I was invited to go to the school as a 
representative of Argyll and Bute and deliver a speech at the High School 
Graduation Ceremony.  I was thinking in terms of our school prizegiving nights 
but as you may know, it’s a much bigger deal!  It was agreed that I could also 
learn more about the school system in Georgia by shadowing the Superintendent 
for a few days prior to the graduation.  I did attend some meetings and toured 
the school but mostly it was like a short holiday.  My hosts asked if I had  
any particular interests in the USA.  I told them of my interest in the American 
Civil War and the fact that until the age of 17 I had been an American citizen.  My 
father was born in the USA, and although he spent nearly all of his life in Scotland 
he retained his US citizenship until he died.  The full story behind this is outlined 
in The McGeer Brothers which is elsewhere on this site or on YouTube. 
 
My visit took place three months before 9/11 and my arrival at Atlanta airport 
(from New York) provided an illustration of the lack of security at American 
airports.  When I reached the end of the air bridge from the plane I simply turned 
left followed the signs to baggage reclaim and the exit.  Within a few minutes I 



was standing outside the airport with my suitcase.  Anyone could walk in off the 
street and walk to the aircraft.  Eventually Ronnie and John found me and took 
me to John’s house where I was to stay.  The house was huge and beautiful and 
had its own small lake. 
 
 

 
Ronnie’s house, well, a small part of the front.  The flag was for me. 

 
On the day after my arrival I was taken to visit a man whose all-consuming 
hobby was the American Civil War.  He was a regular attender at the re-
enactment of battles and gave talks and demonstrations to local people, 
especially school parties.  This was the only time in my life I actually held and 
fired a gun - dressed in Confederate uniform and under a Confederate flag. 
 

 
Me firing a gun for the only time. 

 



I did not feel that I should share my misgivings about both the gun and the flag.  
It is interesting that this kind of almost sentimental commemoration of the 
Confederacy appears much less acceptable (to some) in the USA in 2018, than it 
was in 2001. 
 
The next day we visited Atlanta.  The highlight was the burial site of Martin 
Luther King.  His tomb is located in the middle of a large cascading pool of water 
located next to the church in which he preached. 
 

 
The tomb of Martin Luther King. 

 
It was a very hot day and I bent down and splashed some water on my face to 
cool me down.  As I did so a passer-by behind me said, “We are not all equal”.  I 
did not turn round but said, “True but we should treated equally”.  This being the 
south of the USA I did not develop the conversation and moved away.    
 
The next day we visited the grave of the James Longstreet, who was deputy 
commander to Robert E Lee, who commanded the army of Virginia, and then all 
Southern armies, during the Civil War.  When we reached the grave there were 
four large cigars placed at the bottom of the headstone.  Apparently cigars are 
placed here every day and smoked by the gardeners.  A reminder of the way that 
some choose to remember the Confederacy.  My hosts had arranged for a local 
historian to meet us and outline the life of Longstreet and his love of cigars.   
 

 
The local historian outlining the life and work of Longstreet. 



The historian also gave me photocopies of documents drawn up at Appomattox 
Courthouse, the site of the surrender of Lee to Ulysses S Grant, commander of the 
Northern army in 1855.  Lee had formally surrendered but it was Longstreet 
who negotiated the details, such as what was to be handed over by the 
Confederates, for example guns and horses, and what the North would give in 
return such as food and clothing.   
 
Saturday was the day of the graduation which took place on the school playing 
field.  There were about 2000 in the stands.  Part of the crowd can be seen below. 
 

 
The crowd gathering. 

 

 
Being piped in. 

 



The staff, local dignitaries and I processed into the field led by a bagpiper: 
another gesture to underscore my attendance at the ceremony.  After the 
speeches the graduation took place followed by parties for each student across 
the city. 
 

 
My speech. 

 
My reward for not mucking up my speech was a real treat.  On the Sunday 
morning Ronnie, John and I flew to Philadelphia for a two day visit taking in 
Philadelphia, Washington DC and the battlefield of Gettysburg.  Philadelphia was 
of particular interest since that was where my father was born, and where I still 
have relatives that I have not met. 
 

 
The Philadelphia phonebook with my unusual name in it.   

Even the initials J J are identical to mine. 
 
 In Washington we toured the main sites and I was able to stand on the spot 
where Martin Luther King delivered his famous ‘I have a dream’ speech.  Years 



later my wife and I visited Memphis which was the site of his murder, and which 
is now a very impressive Civil Rights Museum. 
 
Next day we went to Gettysburg and, to my surprise, I seemed to know a great 
deal more than my hosts had expected.  The battlefield covered a large area and 
we hired our own guide.  Of particular interest was a small re-enactment that 
was taking place.  It was part of a school history project.   
 

 
The high school re-enactment. 

 
Half of the students were dressed in Northern blue and the other half in 
Southern grey.  Each student was given the name of a real soldier who fought on 
the third day of the battle and had to research his personal history.  They then 
re-enacted an action of the battle (July 3 1863) known as ‘Pickets Charge’, on the 
actual field.  This was an attack made by around 15,000 Confederates across a 
mile of open rising ground against an enemy behind a stone wall.  Half of the 
Confederates did not return.  It was probably the single biggest mistake made by 
Lee throughout the war (the attack was opposed by Longstreet) and many 
historians reckon that had the North lost the battle of Gettysburg the South could 
well have gained its independence.  Given the importance of the USA in the last 
100 years, the history of North America, and indeed the world, could have been 
very different, and we may now be living on a very different planet.  Once the re-
enactment of the ‘Charge’ was over each student was given an envelope which 
informed them of what had actually happened to their soldier on the day.  Our 
guide told us that this had been done before and that many of the students were 
very upset. 
 
Later that day we returned to Atlanta and the next morning I flew home.  The 
generosity of Ronnie and John and the school district was exceptional.  I can only 
thank them again.  What an experience! 
 
(All photographs are personal.) 


